GRIESHABER® DSP

Single-Use Accessories

Backflush – Passive or Active Aspirating

- 20G: 6/box
  - Style 337.84: Backflush Soft Tip
  - Style 337.85: Backflush Blunt
- 23G: 6/box
  - Style 337.86: Backflush Soft Tip
  - Style 337.87: Backflush Blunt
- 25G: 6/box
  - Style 337.88: Backflush Soft Tip
  - Style 337.89: Backflush Blunt

Sclerotomies Adaptors, DSP

- Allows conversion of a 20G non-cannulated incision down to either a 23G or 25G cannula-based surgery
- Styles: 20G, 23G, 25G
- Conversion: MVR Blade 8065912501
  - Style 20G: 337.83
  - Style 23G: 337.85
  - Style 25G: 337.81

Pic Styles

- 45° Delamination Spatula
  - Blunt design allows for tissue delamination
  - Styles: 25G, 23G, 20G
- 45° Pic
  - Sharp pic design can assist in gaining a membrane edge
  - Styles: 25G, 23G, 20G

Reusable Handles

- RENAISSANCE® Advanced
  - Designed for use with DSP tips only
  - Styles: 713.00.31 Red, 713.00.32 Blue

Sutherland NG

- 712.00.11 Red
  - 712.00.12 Blue

RENAISSANCE® NG

- 712.00.31 Red
  - 712.00.32 Blue

GRIESHABER® Advanced DSP Tips (6/box)

- End-grasping: 707.13, 707.14, 707.15, 707.16
- Serrated: 707.47, 707.48, 707.49, 707.50
- Curved Scissors: 706.52–706.55
- Vertical Scissors: 707.25, 707.26, 707.27
- Fiber optic: 708.12

Advanced Backflush DSP—Passive or Active Aspirating (6/box)

- Styles: 20G, 23G, 25G
- Soft Tip: 337.84
  - Style 20G: 337.83, 337.85, 337.81
- Style 25G: 337.88

Soft-Tip Cannulas (10/box)

- Styles: 25G, 23G, 20G
- Soft Tip with silicone end: 8065149525
  - Style 25G: 8065149522
  - Style 20G: 8065149520

MVR Blade (6/box)

- Styles: 25G, 23G, 20G

PRODUCTS AND PACKAGING ARE COLORED FOR EASY IDENTIFICATION.

PRODUCT CODES:

- 20G: 720.13
  - Style 23G: 723.13
  - Style 25G: 725.13
- 23G: 720.43
  - Style 25G: 725.43

BACKFLO SS ADAPTORS: REUSABLE FOR USE IN THE OPERATING ROOM OR IN THE DISPOSABLE MODULES.

- NEW: MVR Blade 8065912501
  - Style 25G: 8065912301
  - Style 20G: 8065912001

CONVENIENT — ready to use

CHOICES — styles in 25+™ Series, 25, 23 and 20 Gauge

PRECISE — precision crafted

CONSISTENT — repeatable and high quality

COMPLIANT — sterile for every procedure

NEW 25+™ Series & Advanced DSP Tips Now Available!
Advanced DSP Tips

- **GRIEHSABER®** Advanced DSP Tips may be paired with your preferred GRIEHSABER® reusable handle.
- The new RENAISSANCE® Advanced handle is optimized to work with GRIEHSABER® DSP Tips only.

GRIEHSABER® REVOLUTION® DSP

High quality, sterile, ready-to-use vitreoretinal instruments with lightweight 360° activation handle. Precision-designed to perform at the highest level in every case.

**NEW**
7mm shorter tip to grip distance
Less spring force to activate tip

Fine Membranes
- ILM FORCEPS
- ASYMMETRICAL FORCEPS
- END-GRASPING FORCEPS
- FIBER OPTIC FORCEPS

Heavy Membranes
- MAXGRIP® FORCEPS
- CURVED SCISORS
- SERRATED FORCEPS
- VERTICAL SCISORS

New Advanced DSP Tip

25+™ Series has 50-90% Stiffness Improvement Over Current 25G GRIEHSABER® DSP*